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GULF ENGLISH SCHOOL  

CAIRO 

 

 
 

Pupil/Parent Handbook 

 
Welcome to the Gulf English School Cairo 

 
We are very proud to welcome you as parents and assure you that we are all dedicated to 

providing the highest quality of learning to your children.  Together we create a ‘Family 

of Learning’. 

 

Our Primary and Secondary Parents Handbook has been written to provide you with 

information and guidelines regarding the daily routines and expectations at GES Cairo. 

It should act as a quick point of reference and reminder.  

Any updates will be communicated via email and the file will be uploaded and updated 

on the school website. 

 

The Handbook is organised as follows: 

Part One  

• School Procedures and Information  
 

Part Two  

• Appendices and Policies 

 

Part Three  

• Homework 

• How to support at Home 

• Frequently Asked Questions  
 

In addition to the information provided in this folder, more detailed information about the 

curriculum and your child’s learning is provided throughout the year. 

 

We hope you find it useful! 

 

The Senior Leadership Team  

 Part One  
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• After School Activities (ASAs) 

• Assemblies 

• Assessment and Reporting to Parents 

• Attendance and Punctuality 

• Behaviour   

• Expectations 

• Manners Matter 

• The 7Cs 

• The Golden Rules 

• Rewards and Sanctions 

• Truancy 

• Bullying 

• Responding to Positive and Negative Behaviour 

• Working with Parents 
              

• Communication 

• Google Classroom 

• Email 

• GES Cairo Website 

• Social Media 

• Parent/Teacher Meetings 

• Parents in School 

 

• Educational Visits 

• Residential Visits 

• Visiting Speakers 

• Equipment Required for School 

• Fire Drills 

• Healthy Lunches 

• Library 

• Lost Property 

• Medical:                   

• Clinic 

• First Aid 

• Medical Notes 

• Personal Belongings at School 
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• Pupil Conferences 

• Recognition of Pupil Achievement and Success 

• Certificates 

• Google Classroom 

• House System  

• Performances  

• Representing School  

• School Publications and the Local Press 

• Stickers/Rewards 

• Use of Positive Praise 

• School Photos 

• School Productions and Concerts 

• Timetables and Structure of the Day 

• School Canteen 

• School Uniform 

• Transportation 

• Bussing 

• Car 

• Changes to Transport 

• Transport after ASAs 

 

Part Two 

Appendices 

• Attendance and Punctuality 

• Behaviour Policy 

• Transport Policy 

• Uniform Information 
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• List of Equipment for each Year Group 
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After School Activities (ASAs)  

After School Activities (ASAs) at GES Cairo are considered an important part of our 

programme to ensure pupils are provided with an all-round educational experience that 

extends beyond the academic day.  

 

We encourage pupils to take part in clubs of interest to them and therefore have designed 

a varied and affordable programme.  ASAs start at 3pm and end at 4pm, after which 

pupils take their own transport home.   

 

 

Assemblies 
 

The theme chosen for each assembly is based on the 7Cs or an aspect of PSHCE 

(Physical, Social, Health and Citizenship Education) and provides the opportunity to 

develop speaking, listening and presentation skills.  

                   

Special achievements are celebrated through the presentation of certificates at assemblies.  

 

Assessment and Reporting to Parents 
 

Early Years Assessments 

 

Formative Assessment: 

Assessment of your child’s progress is ongoing throughout the year.  Pupils progress is 

tracked through the use of observations and adult-led activities. 

 

Key Stage 1 Assessments 

 

Formative Assessment: 

Teachers continually assess pupils by observation, questioning and marking pieces of 

work.  Pupils are given targets so that they know exactly what they need to do in order to 

improve.  

 

Summative Assessment 

There will be a short summative assessment for English, Maths and Science in Term 3. 

 

Key Stage 2, 3 and 4 Assessments 

 

Formative Assessment 

Teachers continually assess pupils by observation, questioning and marking pieces of 

work.  Pupils are given targets so that they know exactly what they need to do in order to 

improve. Secondary pupils sit for progression tests each term to assess their academic 

progress and development. 

 

Summative Assessment 
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Key Stage 2 pupils sit for their summative assessments at the end of each academic year. 

At the end of each term, Key Stage 3 and 4 pupils are given summative assessments in all 

subjects after a short review period. 

  

Written reports are issued three times a year, followed by formal parent/teacher meetings 

the third of which is by appointment. During these meetings, parents have the chance to 

discuss their child’s progress with the classroom/subject teacher. 

 

Attendance and Punctuality 
 

Pupils are expected to arrive at school on time and attend every day.  Electronic 

registration is taken each morning and if your child is late, valuable learning time and 

instructions are missed.  Holidays should not be planned during term times.  If you know 

in advance that your child is to be absent from school, please let the appropriate 

Administration Officer know.  If pupils are to be taken out of school for any length of 

time, the Deputy Head teacher must be informed.  

 

Pupils who are absent due to severe illnesses are not expected to complete homework 

activities. In the case of common illnesses, pupils will be asked to complete the 

homework, but will be given an extended due date.In certain cases of unavoidable 

overseas travel or a long period of recuperation, work will be available via Google 

Classroom and may be submitted by email. 

 

Pupils who achieve 100% attendance throughout the academic year will receive an 

attendance certificate. 

Our school policy regarding attendance and punctuality is included at the beginning 

of Part Two.  Please read it carefully to be sure of parental responsibilities. 

 

Behaviour 
 

At GES Cairo we have high expectations of pupils behaviour which will lead to 

successful learning.  We have a clearly laid out Behaviour Policy that supports teachers 

celebrate positive behaviour as well as respond appropriately to negative ones. 

 

We believe that all of the behaviour systems we have in place support our pupils in 

understanding what is expected of them and why. The systems are positive and help 

create a learning environment and relationships where all pupils feel secure and confident 

enough to perform to the best of their ability and take risks in their learning (i.e. they are 

not afraid to make mistakes). 

 

 

Community Responsibility  
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We believe that supporting our pupils to behave in a positive way is a community 

responsibility with staff, parents and pupils working together to ensure that GES Cairo is 

a happy, safe and productive place.  

 

Teachers should:   

● Ensure a positive environment in the classroom and school as a whole   

● Encourage appropriate behaviour choices   

● Manage behaviour positively and respectfully, using appropriate language   

● Praise positive behaviour and reward excellent behaviour   

● Be an exemplary model for positive behaviour   

● Apply appropriate sanctions carefully and in line with GES policy  

 

Parents should:   

● Be informed of their child’s behaviour through communication from a member of 

the Senior Leadership Team (see misconduct letter template) 

● Be made aware of our policies and practice in order to have a clear understanding 

of our expectations for pupils’ behaviour and the procedures that we use to 

manage it in school   

● Be encouraged to support school with the decisions we make regarding pupils’ 

behaviour 

● Inform school of circumstances which may affect their child’s behaviour  

 

Pupils should:   

● Follow the GES Cairo rules and regulations at all times   

● Support other pupils in following the rules and regulations 

● Report situations in which they feel rules have been broken or have been well 

kept by another pupil 

 

 

Manners Matter 

 

Pupils at GES Cairo are expected to exhibit good manners at all times.  These are the 

manners we are focusing on:  

 

• We say please and thank you.  

• We greet each other in a polite manner. 

• We respect everyone at school. 

• We hold the door open for people.  

• We throw our litter in the bin.  

• We say, “Please may I….?” when we ask for something. 

• We take pride in our appearance.  

• We say sorry if we hurt someone, even if it was by accident. 
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• We are good sports. We say “Well done!” to the person or team who wins.  

• We do not talk with our mouth full of food.   

 

 

Be the Best You Can Be 

 

‘Be the Best You Can Be’ is an initiative we use to enable pupils to recognise the 

different ways which will help them develop positive approaches and attitudes both 

academically and socially.  We want our pupils to be successful learners and members of 

a community, which means being responsible for oneself and making the right choices. 

 

This will enable them to achieve the values, attributes and expectations set out in our 

7Cs:  

Confidence 

Cooperation 

Compassion 

Curiosity 

Creativity 

Courtesy 

Contemplation 

 
Responding to Positive and Negative Behaviour 

 

We believe in rewarding good behaviour.  We have a number of ways to reward our 

pupils including House Point System, Stars of the Week, certificates during assemblies 

and Deputy Headteacher Awards. 

 

In EYFS, progressive rewards  procedures will be put in effect through a daily behaviour 

class chart. Children will also be receiving different awards for positive behaviour 

throughout the academic year.  In case of negative behaviour, children are asked to take 

some reflection time to think about their behaviour and why it did not meet our 

expectations. Repeated poor behaviour will result in a visit to the Deputy Headteacher, 

and parents will be informed by email or asked to attend a meeting if the behaviour 

persists.  

 

Pupils’ efforts, any notable improvements, academic excellence and their contribution to 

the school are recognised through the issue of House points in Primary and Secondary.  

These are collected by the pupils on their House Point Chart.  Charts accomodate 25 

House Points. 

Once the chart is filled, pupils are invited to the Deputy Headteacher/Headteacher’s 

office where they are awarded a gold coin and they place this in the collection box for 
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their House. A letter, signed by the Deputy Headteacher/Headteacher and School 

Director is also awarded to all pupils each time they receive 25 House Points. 

House points are tallied for each reporting period and Houses are acknowledged in 

morning assemblies. 

 

Where pupils fall below expectations, warnings are delivered, sanctions given and 

strategies are put into place according to our behaviour policy.  Parents will be informed 

of serious and persistent misconduct and may be asked to attend a meeting with the 

relevant Deputy Headteacher/Headteacher. In severe cases, pupils will be internally 

suspended and parents will be required to attend a meeting regarding their child's re-

enrollment with the School Director. 

 
 

The Golden Rules (EYFS to Key Stage 2) 

 

At the heart of our approach towards managing behaviour in the Early Years Foundation 

Stage and the Primary Department we follow Jenny Moseley’s Golden Rules.  These are 

displayed in every classroom, and are regularly referred to by class teachers. The Golden 

Rules outline our expectations for children’s behaviour, both, in and out of the classroom. 

Where children’s behaviour exceeds or falls below our expectations (i.e. they break the 

Golden Rules), they will receive sanctions as explained by the GES Cairo Behaviour 

Policy. 

 

1. We are gentle - we do not hurt others 

2. We are kind and helpful - we do not hurt anybody’s feelings 

3. We listen - we do not interrupt 

4. We are honest - we do not cover up the truth 

5. We work hard - we do not waste our own or others’ time 

6. We look after property - we do not waste or damage things 

 

These Golden Rules are regularly shared with pupils and are displayed in every 

classroom and in the playground. In the Foundation Stage we use the same language in 

order to ensure that the pupils are clear about what is expected from them and why.  
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Sanctions ( Key Stage 3 and 4) 

 

Pupils are expected to conduct themselves in a way that is, both, dignified and respectful. 

If they do not, they will be sanctioned. The misconduct determines the sanction, which 

escalates for repeated misconduct.  

Please note that this is a progression, not the order that sanctions can be issued (eg. Pupils 

may be issued an after school detention without having a break detention). 

Sanctions include: 

• Reprimands 

• Break Detentions 

• After-School Detentions 

• Monitoring Report 

• Internal Suspension 

• Behavioural Contract 

• External Suspension 

• Non re-enrolment 

 

Truancy 

 

Truancy is viewed as serious misconduct and will be sanctioned accordingly. 

 

• First Offence:  Formal School Detention/s issued. 

Zero for class work missed during period of truancy. 

Parents notified. Letter retained on file. 

• Second Offence: Formal School Detention/s issued. 

    Zero for class work missed during period of truancy. 

    Parent conference. 

    Action Plan Developed. 

• Third Offence:  One-day Internal Suspension issued. 

    Zero for class work missed during period of truancy. 

    Alternatives discussed. 

Bullying 

 

GES Cairo has a zero tolerance policy towards any form of bullying including physical, 

verbal and electronic. Any pupil who engages in any form of bullying of GES pupil/s 

inside and/or outside of school can expect serious sanctions. Any incidents of bullying 

should be reported to a member of staff as soon as possible. 

 

 

Working with Parents  

 

At GES Cairo we work in partnership with parents/guardians. We aim to share our 

behaviour policies and practices with parents in order to have a clear and consistent 

understanding of what we are doing and why we are doing it.  Parents play a vital role in 

reinforcing good behaviour.  It is useful to use the same language at home and to role 

model the same clear and consistent expectations that we have at school.   
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Communication 
 

Effective communication between school and home plays an essential part in supporting 

your child’s learning at GES Cairo. There are a number of channels of communication 

through which important information is given.   

 

Google Classroom 

On Google Classroom, you will find information about homework and items to be 

brought to school, announcements, etc.  Parents can also monitor the performance of their 

children by regularly checking the assignments and feedback/grades given 

 

Email 

School sends out emails on a regular basis to inform you of a variety of events and 

meetings. At times, you will be required to acknowledge receipt of these emails by 

signing the reply slip your child will be sent home with. 

Parents are welcome to send any concerns to school using - gescairo@gescairo.com 

 

Key Stage Telephone Numbers 

In case you would like to contact your son/daughter’s Admin Officer to relay urgent 

messages, please use the below numbers: 

 

EYFS:   01102225177 or ydarwish@gescairo.com 

Year 1 and 2:  01102225211 or sabbassy@gescairo.com  

Year 3 and 4:  01119184444 or sabaza@gescairo.com  

Year 5 and 6: 01110005895 or nellabban@gescairo.com  

Year 7 to 10:  01119182222 or shegazi@gescairo.com 

 

GES Cairo Website 
The school website can be found at - www.gescairo.com 

The website contains up to date calendar news, notices and general information about a 

range of school matters.  

 

Social Media 

Keep up-to-date with our special events and achievements via our Facebook and 

Instagram pages. 

 

Parent/Teacher Meetings 
Formal parent/teacher meetings are held three times a year where you can discuss your 

child’s progress both academically and socially, with their class teachers.  Specialist and 

Arabic staff are also available on the same days although appointments are not given 

specifically.  It is expected that you will attend the meetings. 

 

There are occasions when you might be asked to attend a meeting about your child’s 

progress if there is a concern.  Similarly, if you have a concern you wish to discuss, 

mailto:gescairo@gescairo.com
mailto:sabbassy@gescairo.com
mailto:sabaza@gescairo.com
mailto:nellabban@gescairo.com
http://www.gescairo.com/
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please email the Administrative Officer of the Stage who will arrange a meeting for you 

with the relevant staff at a mutually convenient time.  

 

Parents at School 

There are times when parents are invited to come into school to attend various activities 

such as Foundation Stage One Grandparents Day, Science Fair, Sports Days, etc...  
 

Educational Visits/Visiting Speakers 
 

Throughout the year classes may make various trips to places outside school to enhance 

their learning, relating directly to a topic being studied.  They can range from short day 

visits to a residential trips abroad. 

Educational visits are planned well in advance and are well supported by a number of 

staff members.  A clear policy is in place and procedures are followed to ensure the 

safety and appropriate behaviour of pupils on these visits. 

 

At least two visits per year are planned for each year group.  Details of each trip are sent 

to parents accordingly. 

 

 

Residential Trips 

 

Starting Key Stage Two, residential trips are undertaken.  They encourage independence, 

personal organisation and confidence. 

 

A member of the leadership team will accompany each trip plus teachers from the year 

group and/or other departments in school.   

 

Pupils are considered for each trip.  If a pupil’s name has been involved in serious or 

persistent misconduct or has a poor attendance record, he/she may be excluded from the 

trip.  

 

Information meetings are held a few weeks before the residential trip, so you are fully 

aware of expectations.  It provides the opportunity for any questions about the trips.  

 

Visiting Speakers 
 

We try to use every opportunity to enrich our pupils’ learning.  From time to time we are 

fortunate to have the pleasure of visits from children’s authors, artists, storytellers etc. 
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Equipment Required for School 
 

It is essential that your child comes to school fully equipped to perform each day’s tasks. 

The equipment list for each year group can be found in Part Two of the Pupil/Parent 

Handbook.  

 

Please ensure that your child’s property is clearly labelled. 

 

 

Fire Drills, Safe and Sound and Earthquake Drills 
 

Fire Drills are conducted to ensure all pupils know and understand what to do in the event 

of fire.  Full details of the drill are evident in all rooms in the school.  

Earthquake and Safe and Sound drills are also conducted once a year to understand the 

routine and procedures required.  

 

 

Lost Property   
 

In a busy school like ours, pupils can from time to time lose belongings, such as lunch 

boxes, water bottles, jumpers etc.   Any lost property found in the playground is collected 

and stored in a large cupboard situated on the ground floor. 

Pupils know where to look if they have lost something.   

 

Lost property is put on display at all Parent/Teacher Meeting days so you can check if 

your child has not been able to find their missing item/s.  However, it would be much 

easier if all personal belongings were named so they can be returned quickly.   

 

We do request that you write your child’s full name and class on all their 

belongings.   Any lost property left at the end of each term is given to a local school 

charity.    

 

 

 

Medical Concerns  

The School Clinic 

GES Cairo has a Clinic staffed by a full time doctor and a nurse.  If a pupil becomes 

unwell whilst in school, he/she will be sent to the clinic where the doctor can check her/ 

him.  

If the doctor decides they are too sick to continue at school, the clinic will contact you to 

come and collect your child as soon as possible.  If the nurse cannot contact you, she will 

telephone your emergency contacts and ask them to come and collect your child.  It is 
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therefore essential that the emergency numbers are up to date and your contacts are aware 

of their responsibilities. 

Please do not send your child to school if he/she is feeling unwell.  It is far better for 

your child to stay at home, rest and be well enough to attend the next day.  

 

If we have a case of head lice we will inform you and ask you to collect your child on the 

same day. They will not be allowed back into class until their head is clear.  We ask that 

you check your child’s hair to prevent further spreading.  The nurse is happy to check 

your child’s head upon request. 

Please note that the school clinic deals with in-school medical concerns that occur 

during the day.  The doctors do not replace your own doctor at home.  Should your 

child be required to take medicine during the day, however, the school doctor will 

administer medicine provided you notify the clinic first.  

 

Vaccinations 

 

Ministry of Health vaccinations are carried out during the year, according to directions 

from the Ministry. Parents are sent approval slips to be signed and returned prior to 

vaccination dates. 

 

School Medicals  
 

The doctor makes routine medical checks twice a year on every child for general 

examination (height, weight, vision, teeth, hair, tonsillitis etc.). 

 

Medical Notes  

 

Please advise the school doctor of any up to date medical notes about your child and any 

medication they may be taking, which may impact their health and wellbeing in school.  

All medical notes are confidential; however appropriate information is given to relevant 

teachers who need to be aware of any conditions which may impact the learning and 

wellbeing in class.  Medical notes are required for excused absence. 

 

*If your child suffers from an ongoing health issue e.g. asthma and may need to be 

excused from PE/swimming, it is essential to send a medical note indicating the length of 

time to be excused.  This must be a signed note from your family doctor. 

 

 

Personal Belongings in School 
 

Personal items such as iPads and PSPs etc. must not be brought into school.  School 

cannot be held responsible if any of these go missing in school.  Toys are only allowed if 

the class teacher has approved the request or asked for them to be brought to school as 

part of a topic and must be clearly labelled with your child’s name. 

 

Mobile Phones 
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Under no circumstances may mobile phones (cell phones) be used in school. School has 

the right to confiscate a mobile phone on sight.  Mobile phones may only be switched on 

once a pupil has left the school premises or has gone off the school bus.  Please note that 

school is not responsible for any mobile phone, should it go missing or get damaged.   

 

 

Recognition of Pupil Achievement and Success 

 

Achievement for all is central to the ethos of GES Cairo. This is evident in a wide variety 

of ways from individual words of praise and encouragement in an age appropriate 

manner in Foundation Stage and Key Stage One to a structured school wide recognition 

in Key Stages Two, Three and Four.   

 

 

Certificates 

 

School Certificates are awarded for success and achievement in all areas of school life.  

They consistently reflect our values and outcomes of the 7Cs and can be awarded by 

class teachers, specialist teachers and senior leaders.  

 

Google Classroom 

 

Special mentions of achievements made by our pupils will be posted on your child’s 

Google Classroom. 

 

 

House System (from Year 1 upwards)             

 

In Year 1, all pupils are put into one of four houses - Thoth, Horus, Anubis and Ra.  The 

House System promotes responsibility and a team ethos reinforcing teamwork and 

collaboration.  Points are gained through the various House competitions such as spelling 

bees, sports days, Maths competitions, talent shows and any other planned activities.  

Scores are announced throughout the year and the winning team for the year is 

announced at the end of Term Three.  House Captains are voted for democratically. 

 

Performances  

 

Performing in a variety of ways offers further opportunities to celebrate success and 

achievement.  Pupils have the chance to perform to their peers through class assemblies, 

year and whole school productions, musical concerts, talent shows, ASAs and sporting 

events.  Via email from school, parents are invited to attend many of these events. 
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Representing School  

 

All pupils have the opportunity to be involved in a wide variety of sporting events 

through ongoing PE activity days and festivals.  The school is also involved in a wide 

variety of competitive sporting events including local tournaments and international 

events. When this happens the ethos is that the school will put forward their strongest 

teams.  

 

Stickers/Rewards 

 

Stickers are another way of displaying recognition of a success or achievement and are 

given appropriately to individual pupils.  Pupils collect their stickers on their personal 

House Point charts.  Each sticker is worth a point for their House and parents will be 

notified when pupils complete their sticker chart.  Teachers may also choose to reward 

the whole class in recognition of good effort etc., this may take the form of extra play or a 

dress up day. 

 

Use of Positive Praise 

 

All staff, teaching and non-teaching are encouraged to praise pupils appropriately and 

feedback to them in a positive manner when they work well,  put in effort, show care and 

concern for their peers, display good manners, follow the Golden Rules etc.  This helps to 

reinforce our values and helps self-esteem. 

 

Teachers’ feedback on pupils’ work is also given in recognition of any successes and 

helps to set targets for further development.  Teachers also discuss pupil progress and 

performance with them on a regular basis, continuing to build confidence and self-

esteem.  

 

 

 

School Photos 
 

Official school photos are scheduled on the school calendar.  They are taken individually 

as well as by class.  All parents are informed by email of the times when the photos are to 

be taken and an order form is included in the email if you wish to order any photos.  

Please note that any pupils wearing incomplete uniform will not have their photo taken.   

Photos of the school productions and concerts and a video are taken during the dress 

rehearsals.  Order forms for pictures and/or CDs are sent to parents via email. 

 

Photos taken during residential trips may be uploaded onto the school website, Facebook 

and Twitter during the trip if time and connectivity allow. 
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School Productions and Concerts 

 
At GES Cairo we are very proud of our tradition of excellent school productions and 

concerts throughout the school year.  From Foundation Stage One to Year Six every child 

has the opportunity to take part in either a year group production or a musical concert 

which parents are invited to.  In higher year groups, auditions for roles are announced on 

Google Classroom. Pupils are also offered roles as backstage hands, set designers, 

sound/light techs, etc...  Teachers work hard to produce productions of a high standard 

which enable pupils to showcase a range of talents such as acting, singing and dancing. 

Pupils have the chance to display a range of performance skills which require discipline 

and commitment. Parents are usually asked to contribute to the cost of a costume which is 

made by various outside sources.   

 

Musical Concerts may take different forms, from the whole year group concerts to choirs, 

concert band recitals and informal yard showcases which enable pupils to show their 

talents and for pupils to appreciate as audiences.  

 

Focus Days 
 

In addition to the events above, other events are held regularly throughout the school year 

either as a whole school or by departments or year groups. Never a month goes by 

without some kind of special event happening!  

For example: 

• French Day  

• Seasonal Concert 

• Science Fair 

• Grandparents Day (Foundation Stage One)  

• Sports Days 

 

 

When invited to do so, please support school functions as your presence means so much 

to your child regardless of their own contribution.   Please make sure you arrive in plenty 

of time for the beginning of a performance out of courtesy to the performers and the rest 

of the audience.  Parents arriving late will be escorted to the back of the audience, so as 

not to disturb others.  Please note that seats are not allowed to be reserved for family or 

friends.  Please also show awareness of others when taking photos and try not to have 

cameras flashing in pupils’ eyes and please turn phones on silent. 
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School Gates, Timetables and Structure of the Day 
 

School gates are open from 7.30am and it is expected that all pupils arrive at school 

between then and 7:45am at which time the gates will close. 

Gate 6 will be exceptionally open for parents who have no other alternative than to drop 

their children off between 7:00am and 7:30 am. However, pupils will be supervised only 

by the security personnel manning the gate. 

Pupils arriving after the gates are closed should be dropped off at Gate 6 where their 

names will be recorded in the Tardiness Register. 

 

In Foundation Stage and Key Stage One and Two, pupils should wait in Yard 1 until 

the teachers arrive and take them to their classrooms. 

 

In Key Stages Two, Three and Four, at 7:45am a buzzer signals the start of the day 

after which pupils should move quietly to their lines.  Once settled, all pupils salute the 

flag and stand still for the National Anthem of Egypt. 

 

Pupils are then led to their classes for Registration and notices from 7:50am to 8:00am.  

The first structured lesson starts at 8:00am prompt.  Any pupil arriving after 7:45am 

should report to the Administrative Officers as by this time the electronic registration will 

have been completed in class.  

 

Being punctual is highly valued; it is vitally important that your child arrives in good 

time for school, before the actual school day begins.  It teaches them responsibility, self-

discipline and enables them to be prepared for the day ahead.  Please support us and your 

child in ensuring they arrive on time.  The school will contact parents and sanctions may 

be issued if pupils are persistently late. 
 

Lessons are 45-minute sessions.  Individual class timetables are sent out via email at the 

start of the new school year each September. 
 

Break Times 
 

Foundation Stage pupils enjoy two half an hour breaks daily, where they take their 

lunch and snack as well as engage in supervised play in Yard One where there is a range 

of small climbing equipment and games activities.  

 

Key Stage One pupils play in Yard One where they can use the climbing equipment.  

They can bring snacks to eat in the playground or parents can place an order for their 

lunch to be delivered by the school canteen.   

 

Key Stage Two pupils play in Yard Two and Yard Three alternatively. They also 

have access to the school field and basketball courts during House tournaments. Pupils 

bring their own snacks from home or may buy from the school canteen.  
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Key Stage Three and Four pupils use Yards Two and Three alternatively. They have 

access to numerous fitness equipment as well as ping pong tables and bean bags. Pupils 

can either bring their own snacks from home or may buy from the school canteen.  

  

At all times teachers are on duty to supervise pupils.  Pupils are expected to observe and 

follow the playground rules to ensure that everyone has a happy, safe and enjoyable 

playtime. 

 

End of the Day 

 
At the end of the day, Gate 5 opens at 3:05pm. Gate 6 opens at 2:50pm for FS1 and 

FS2 pupils. It is advised that parents of FS pupils pick them up on time to reduce the 

traffic for Year 1 and 2 parents who can pick their children up at 3:05pm from the same 

Gate. 

 

Foundation Stage pupils who are travelling by bus will be escorted to their buses by class 

teachers and assistants at approximately 2.50pm.  Buses leave at 3:10pm and are 

supervised by bus matrons who ensure all pupils sit correctly and wear seat belts. 

 

Pupils who are being picked up by car wait at the car gate until they are called for.  

 

Please note that no optional afternoon creche is available. 

 

In Key Stage Two, Three and Four, bus and car pupils are escorted by class teachers to 

their gate where they are supervised until they leave at approximately 3:10pm.   

 

Bus matrons accompany all buses.  Pupils are expected to follow our bus policy at all 

times, wear their seat belts and behave appropriately (see section on transportation).  

 
 

If your child is leaving by car, we ask that he/she is collected promptly from school by 

3:10pm. Teaching staff are not on duty after this time.  

 
 

School Canteen 
 

The school canteen provides a range of snacks and juices for pupils starting Year Three.  

An up to date list of items on offer and cost is available from the relevant Administrative 

Officers. 

 

School Uniform and Appearance 

 
At GES Cairo all pupils are expected to wear the appropriate school uniform as described 

in the appendices.  All items can be purchased from the uniform shop, Regalia, which is 

located in Dreams Mall, Tagamoa. (https://goo.gl/maps/ik7W82Kt2iDcwtkZ7) 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/ik7W82Kt2iDcwtkZ7
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Checks are frequently made for the wearing of correct uniform.  Pupils are reminded 

verbally in the first instance but a written reminder will be sent to parents if uniform 

continues to be incorrect and pupils will have to wait until they have their full uniform 

before joining their class. 
 

Please ensure that all items have your child’s name on them so they can be returned 

quickly if lost. 
 

Foundation Stage One wear their specially designed, named and class colour coded top 

and shorts each day. In Foundation Stage two, The PE uniform should be worn on PE 

days only. 

 

In Primary and Secondary, the correct PE uniform should be worn on PE days only.  If 

your child has a PE activity after school, he/she should bring it to school and change at 

the end of the day. 

  
 

 

General Appearance 
 

At GES Cairo a high standard of dress and appearance is expected.  Pupils should wear 

their uniform with pride, especially on school outings where they are seen as 

ambassadors for GES Cairo. 

 

We ask for your full support with the following:  

 

• Shoes should be black leather and have sensible heels.  Trainers are not 

acceptable for any occasion other than the PE lesson.  Please check that your 

child can tie his/her own shoelaces if necessary. 
• Extreme haircuts or dyed hair are not acceptable. Hair accessories must be 

burgundy or white. “Fun” hair accessories are not permitted. 
• Girls’ hair is to be tied back if collar length or longer. 
• Boys’ hair has to be nape-length or shorter. Collar length or longer hair is not 

acceptable for boys. Secondary boys must be clear shaven. Beards and 

moustaches are not allowed. 
• Girls who wear the hijab must wear a white one.  
• Jewellery, except for single stud earrings and watches is not permitted.  Any pupil 

wearing necklaces, bracelets will be asked to remove them.  
• Nail varnish should not be worn to school. 
• Formal uniform is worn for all whole school events. Secondary male pupils 

should have their shirts tucked in at all times. 
 

A complete list of school uniform can be found in the appendices at the end of this 

section. 
 

 

Transportation to/from School 
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Bussing 

 

We are very fortunate to have a well organised and extensive bus transport programme in 

place which offers transport to all areas of Cairo.   

 

We do expect a high standard of behaviour on the bus and the bus matrons are expected 

to follow procedures for any behaviour issues.  The Deputy Headteachers/Headteachers 

will follow up any behaviour concerns in school, especially in the case of serious 

misbehaviour.  If a pupil continues to be disruptive and causes problems on the bus , it 

could result in suspension and possible exclusion from the bus. 

 

Many of our pupils travel long distances or have to sit on the bus for a while as it 

continues to pick up/drop off other pupils.    

Please note the following which should help to make the journey as comfortable as 

possible: 

 

• In the morning it is important that pupils are ready and waiting when the bus 

arrives to collect them.  If the bus has to wait, this lengthens what is, for many, 

already a long journey. 

• Seat belts must be fastened immediately and not undone until the bus arrives at its 

destination. 

• Pupils must be collected promptly once the bus arrives, others should not be kept 

waiting. 

• Please talk to your child about being polite and respectful to the bus matron and 

driver.  All GES Cairo pupils are expected to show respect to all members of staff 

who work at school.  

• Please remind your child about behaviour on the bus.  They will be sitting with 

pupils from other year groups and what might seem to be harmless “teasing” may 

actually cause upset to others and can become bullying if continuous.  

Inappropriate bus behaviour will be dealt with strictly. 

• Please contact the Transport Department in the first instance if you have any 

queries or concerns regarding your child’s transport. 
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Car Transport 

 

• In the morning Foundation Stage and Key Stage One pupils are dropped off 

through Gate 6 in Yard One.  Key Stage Two, Three and Four pupils are dropped 

off through Gate 5 in Yard Two. 

• The main car gate located at one end of Yard Two (Gate 5) is a very busy area, 

especially on Thursdays when many pupils change transport from bus to car. We 

ask for your full cooperation to ensure that all pupils are dropped off or leave 

school safely by car. 

• We ask that you or your driver arrives promptly to pick up your child once school 

has finished at 2.50pm (for EYFS) and 3.05pm (for all other stages).  

• In order to create a safe environment, pupils in Key Stage One wait in Yard One 

to be collected from Gate 6, pupils in Key Stages Two, Three and Four wait in the 

designated area in Yard Two.  

• Our Security staff are stationed at the car gate in order to assist with drop off/pick 

up.  No pupil is allowed to leave the school premises unless noted by security.  

Pupils who have changed transport must show the note from the Administrative 

Officer acknowledging the change. No pupil is allowed to wait outside the 

school car gate. For their safety, pupils are not allowed to use services such as 

Uber and Careem. 

 

Please do not double-park or triple-park to drop off/pick up pupils or drive/park against 

the flow of traffic.  Full cooperation from all drivers should ensure that congestion is kept 

to a minimum. 

 

Changes to Transport 

 

If you wish to change your child’s transport please email the Transportation department 

as soon as possible, stating clearly the full name of pupil her/his class and bus number.  

The relevant Administrative Officer will then provide a written note for the class teacher 

and bus matron.  Please appreciate that we are a very busy school and ask that any 

changes to transport are requested no later than 12.00 noon on the day to ensure the 

change is notified to all concerned. 

Please note that pupils who do not use the bus service can not be allowed change of 

transportation to ride the school bus for any reason. Similarly, pupils who use the bus 

service can not change from one bus to another. 

 

Transport after ASAs 

 

There is no transportation available after After School Activities.  Please make your own 

arrangements to collect your child. 
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Appendices 

 

• Attendance and Punctuality Policy 

 

• Behaviour Policy 

 

• Transport Policy 

 

• Uniform Policy 

 

• List of Equipment for EYFS to Year Nine 
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GULF ENGLISH SCHOOL  

CAIRO 
 

Policy for Attendance and Punctuality 

This policy states the beliefs and expectations of GES Cairo.  It is supported by 

statements of procedures which should be followed for this policy to be effective. 

 

Rationale 

 

Regular and punctual school attendance is important.  Pupils need to attend school 

regularly if they are to take full advantage of educational opportunities available to them.  

At Gulf English School Cairo, we recognise our responsibilities to ensure that pupils are 

in school and on time, therefore having access to learning for the maximum number of 

days and hours required each year. 

 

This policy applies to all pupils, is followed by staff and made available to 

parents/guardians. 

 

All staff (senior leaders, teachers, teaching and learning assistants and administrative 

staff) are expected to work together so that all pupils are encouraged and supported to 

develop good attendance habits.  SLT is kept informed of any concern regarding absence 

and/or lateness so concerns can be followed up promptly. 

 

Through this policy we aim to: 

 

• Improve pupils’ achievement by ensuring high levels of attendance and 

punctuality 

• Achieve a minimum of 95% attendance for all our pupils, apart from those with 

chronic health issues 

• Create an ethos in which good attendance and punctuality are recognised as the 

norm and seen to be valued by school 

• Raise awareness of parents/guardians and pupils of the importance of 

uninterrupted attendance at every stage of a child’s education 

• Ensure that our policy applies to pupils in the Early Years in order to promote 

good habits at an early age 

• Work in partnership with pupils, parents and staff so that all pupils realise their 

potential, unhindered by unnecessary absence 

• Promote a positive and welcoming atmosphere in which pupils feel safe, secure 

and valued and encourage in pupils a sense of  their own responsibility 

• Establish a pattern of monitoring attendance and following it up effectively 

 

Definitions 
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Excused Absence: 

 

An absence is classified as excused when: 

• a pupil is sick and a medical note is provided, and approved by the school doctor, 

upon return to school 

• a pupil is sent home by the school doctor during the day 

• a pupil attends a sporting competition for an outside club or is representing Egypt 

at an international event and this is verified in writing by the club 

• a pupil is absent for religious reasons e.g. Epiphany, Maundy Thursday, Palm 

Sunday (as directed by the Ministry), Haj.  This will be approved on a case by 

case basis. 

 

Unexcused Absence: 

 

An absence is classified as unexcused when: 

• parents withdraw a child during term time, even if prior notice is given 

• a pupil stays at home because they overslept 

• a pupil stays at home because a sibling stays at home 

• a pupil is sick and parents send in a note or call school but do not provide a 

medical note 

• no explanation is given 

 

Parents/Guardians 

 

Parents/guardians are responsible for: 

 

• Ensuring that their child attends school regularly and punctually unless prevented 

from doing so by illness or attendance at a medical appointment 

• Contacting the relevant school administrative officer on the first morning of 

absence either by phone or email 

• Informing school in advance of any medical appointments or sporting 

championships (accompanied by a letter from the sports club) 

• Ensuring a medical note from a doctor is provided if a child is absent for more 

than two days, for the absence to be excused 

• Making requests for authorised absence during term time only if absolutely 

necessary as these are not automatically authorised 

• Contacting school as soon as possible about any child’s reluctance to come to 

school so that problems can be quickly identified and dealt with. 
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Tardiness 

 

Punctuality is essential to the smooth running of our school day and to your child's 

readiness to learn. 

A child who arrives after the line has moved into school but is in time for registration in 

class is still considered late to school.  This will be registered on the database and is 

shown on later on reports. 

 

In the event of tardiness the below process is followed: 

• Parents will be notified on the same day by SMS. 

• If a student arrives after registration, they will not be allowed to join their class 

until the beginning of the following lesson to avoid disrupting the teacher and 

their peers who will already be engaged in their learning. 

• On the fourth occasion of lateness to school, parents will receive a letter which 

they will need to sign in acknowledgment that their child has been persistently 

late. A copy of this letter will be kept in the pupil's file. 

• If a child is late a further time, parents will be contacted via telephone. 

• On the sixth occasion, parents will be required to attend a meeting with a member 

of the Senior Leadership Team to discuss this and previous lateness. 

 

Please note that our registration system recognises three latenesses as the equivalent 

of one day of absence which will ultimately affect your child's attendance record. 

 
Absences 

 

• Parents are expected to give early notice of any planned absences e.g. a trip away 

for family reasons. 

• Excused absences are given when: 

• a medical note is provided 

• a child is attending a sporting tournament and the club provides an official 

letter 

• If a child is absent, parents are expected to inform school either by phone or email 

on the day. 

• If a child is absent and no information has been received from the parent, the AO 

will call the parent to find out why. 

• In exceptional cases a special SMS is sent to parents who are not responding to 

initial request for information. 

• SLT will monitor absence on a weekly basis and follow up any long term 

concerns.  
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GULF ENGLISH SCHOOL  

CAIRO 
 

Behaviour Policy 

Our ‘Behaviour Policy’ states clearly our values and acknowledgement of positive 

reinforcement to help develop pupils’ understanding of expectations, so they learn to take 

responsibility for themselves.  It indicates the procedures class teachers use to guide 

pupils so they learn to make the  right choices. 

 

There are sanctions in place for serious or repeated negative behaviour.  These include 

loss of break-time, loss of other privileges or positions of responsibility, being on report 

as well as internal and external suspensions.  

 

Pupils may be asked to write letters of apology or reflections on their behaviour and its 

consequences.  If a pupil continues to display negative behaviour, after all support and 

guidance have been put in place, then a meeting with the School Director may be 

arranged. 

 

Class teachers are responsible for developing and nurturing positive behaviour in class 

and addressing any disruptive behaviour on a day to day basis. 

 

The Deputy Headteachers/Headteachers in Key Stage One to Key Stage Four are 

responsible for overseeing pupils’ behaviour both positive and negative.  They will 

investigate any incidents which are brought about because of poor or inappropriate 

behaviour. 

 

We do expect parents to support us in ensuring your child learns to make the right 

choices with behaviour and supports the GES Cairo values and ethos. 
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Foundation Stage Behaviour Policy 

 

The Foundation Stage Behaviour Policy is the document which parents of Foundation Stage 

should always refer to to be familiar with the methods used at GES Cairo to help our pupils 

modify their behaviour and help shape their characters. 

 

Be the Best You Can Be 

 

‘Be the Best You Can Be’ is an initiative we use to enable pupils to recognise the different ways 

which will help them develop positive approaches and attitudes both academically and socially.  

We want our pupils to be successful learners and members of a community, which means being 

responsible for oneself and making the right choices. 

 

This will enable them to achieve the values, attributes and expectations set out in our 7Cs: 

Confidence, Cooperation, Compassion, Curiosity, Creativity, Courtesy, Contemplation 

 

 

Responding to Positive Behaviour 

 

We believe in rewarding behaviour that is above our expectations.  We have a number of ways to 

reward our students including sticker charts which link with Stars of the Week, certificates and 

Deputy Headteacher Awards.   

 

Foundation Stage classes uses a progressive reward procedure, where students move up and down 

the chart daily to correspond with their behavior. Each day they have a new start where they have 

a chance to earn a Gold Star by moving to the top of the chart. Three Gold stars per week will 

earn them a certificate to be presented to them during our weekly assembly on Thursdays. Every 

time the student’s behaviour is above what is expected, their name will be moved up on the chart 

and they earn verbal praise as well as stickers, or a happy face on the board. 

 

Students who achieve 100% attendance throughout the academic year will receive an attendance 

certificate.  

 

 

Responding to Misconduct 

If a student breaks any of the Golden Rules, the teacher is required to move his name down the 

chart, or  issue a reflection time, depending on the number of offenses accumulated on that day.  

Ten offenses per half term will result in their names being recorded in The Behaviour Book, and 

it is reported to the Deputy Head.(see appendix A) 

If a misconduct is deemed persistent the Deputy Head will refer to the Foundation Stage 

Discipline Matrix in order to decide on the appropriate action to take. 

 

If a student breaks any of the Golden Rules, the teacher is required to follow the school’s 

procedures outlined in the ‘Minor Misconduct Procedures’ document (see appendix). 
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Unacceptable Behaviour at GES Cairo:  

● Bullying 

● Verbal abuse (grossly offensive/vulgar language)  

● Physical abuse (including biting) 

● Gross disobedience/open defiance 

● Vandalism  

● Persistent misconduct 

 

Where students exhibit this behaviour, staff members should refer the student directly and 

immediately to the Deputy Head of the relevant Year Group.  The incident will be recorded on 

the misconduct log, incident reports will be filled by the teacher, and an appropriate sanction will 

be chosen with reference to the Foundation Stage Discipline Matrix (see appendix B).  If bullying 

is suspected, guidance can be found in the Anti-Bullying Policy.  

 

 

 

How to Avoid Behavioural Issues  

 

Whilst there are procedures to ensure that negative behaviour is met with appropriate 

consequences, teachers are encouraged to develop structures and systems, in their classrooms, 

that negate the use of sanctions.  

 

These might include:  

● Planning and delivering learning opportunities which provide the correct levels of 

challenge for the differentiated groups and which suit their learning styles 

● Develop a contract or charter, based around the Golden Rules, which has a firm but fair 

rules created by the students themselves and is displayed in the classroom  

● Separate those students who do not work positively when in close proximity to one 

another 

● Ensure that extension work is available should a student complete their learning task 

● Identify, celebrate and reward good behaviour where it is seen and in conjunction with 

the behaviour board 

● Be consistent in your approach to dealing with unacceptable behaviour and stick to the 

progressive range of sanctions that have been agreed in this policy 

● At all times remember to separate the behaviour from the student 

 

Where students fall below expectations, warnings are given, sanctions given and strategies are put 

into place according to our behaviour policy.  Parents will be informed of serious and persistent 

misconduct and may be asked to attend a meeting with the relevant Deputy Head. 

Students can expect a warning for a minor misconduct.  If this misconduct persists, they will be 

given a  detention to reflect/think about their actions.  In rare cases where a student does not 

respond to this sanction, he/ she will be monitored against their targets using daily behaviour 
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charts.  In severe cases, students will be internally suspended and parents will be required to 

attend a meeting regarding their child's re-enrollment with the School Director. 

 

Managing Behaviour around School 

 

Lining Up 

At the end of the break, the lining up award  will be awarded to classes which line up quickly and 

quietly and ensure that their area in the playground is tidy of litter. 

The lining up award will be recorded on a chart by the relevant AO, to track progress and the 

winning class each half term will receive a reward. 

 

Break Time and Lunch Time 

Students who exhibit behaviour that breaks the Golden Rules during break time should be dealt 

with by the staff on duty in the following way: 

● Verbal warning given and an opportunity to correct this behaviour is allowed 

● Failure to do so should result in the student being given reflection time for 5 minutes 

under the supervision of a staff member before returning to break or their current class 

activities. 

● A repetition of negative behaviour should result in the student missing more activity or 

break time; the class teacher should be informed and the student’s name moved down one 

step on the behaviour chart. 

● If the behaviour falls under the category of ‘Unacceptable Behaviour,’ as described 

above, the student, or students, should be sent directly to the Deputy Head, and the 

behaviour entered into The Behaviour Book 

 

 

We expect good behaviour at all times.  We believe that the systems we have in place, support 

your child to understand these expectations.  We strive to create a positive and safe learning 

environment in each class and around the school.  This environment should nurture trustful 

relationships so that pupils can express themselves confidently and see making mistakes as a 

learning opportunity, not something to worry about. 
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Behaviour Book Log - Partial reflection time = up to 10 minutes 

 1st Offence 2nd Offence 3rd Offence 

Behaviour Book Log 

(If a student is involved 

in a serious incident or 

receives 10 Red 

reflection times per 

half term, their name 

will be entered in The  

Behaviour Book) 

 

Reflection time with 

teacher 
Link book notification 

Incident report  

Partial break reflection 

time with teacher  
Restorative project  is 

made by the student to 

make up for action (e.g 

apology card, comforting 
the injured party by 

reading stories to them, 

becoming the day’s break 
partner) 

Serious Misconduct Letter 

home 
 

Reflection time break with 

Deputy Head 
Persistent Misconduct 

Letter home 

Meeting with Parents with 

Deputy Headteacher. 
Promise to adhere to the 

Golden Rules, made by 

student and signed also by 
parents. 

 

 

 

Foundation Stage Discipline Matrix - an incident report should be filled by teacher for all students 

involved in any case with witness reports where necessary. 

Partial reflection time = up to 10 minutes 

 1st Offence 2nd Offence 3rd Offence 

Bullying Teacher to provide anti-
bullying session to 

class/individuals 

Reflection time with 

teacher 
Serious Misconduct 

Letter home 

Partial break reflection 
time with Deputy Head - 

anti-bullying reflection 

awareness activity 

(Craft, story, video) 
Serious Misconduct 

letter 

Deputy Head meets with 
parents  

Break reflection time with 
Deputy Head - anti-

bullying Discussion 

Serious Misconduct letter 

School Director meets with 
parents  

Verbal abuse including 

use of offensive/vulgar  

language 

Reflection time with 

teacher discussing good 
manners 

Serious Misconduct 

Letter home 

Partial break reflection 

time with teacher where 
Manners Matter project  

is made by student 

Serious Misconduct 
Letter home 

 

Break Reflection time with 

Deputy Headteacher 
Letter home 

Deputy Headteacher meets 

parents. 
Manners Matter contract 

made by student and 

signed also by parents. 
 

Physical abuse  Teacher does 

mindfulness activity 
(e.g. practice calming 

breathing techniques, 

counting down, singing 

Partial break reflection 

time  with Deputy 
Headteacher -  provide 

anger 

management/strategies 

Break reflection time with 

Deputy Headteacher -  
provide anger 

management/strategies 

session   
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a song)with students 

during reflection time 
Serious Misconduct 

Letter home 

session  

Serious Misconduct 
letter 

Deputy Headteacher 

meets with parents  

Serious Misconduct letter 

School Director meets with 
parents  

Biting Recorded in the Biting 

Log 

Reflection time  
Parents of both students 

involved will be 

notified via link book 

Letter home 

Recorded in the Biting 

Log 

Partial break reflection 
time with Deputy 

Headteacher. 

Parents of both students 

involved will be notified.  
Deputy Headteacher 

meets with parents  

 

Recorded in the Biting Log 

Break reflection time  

Parents of both students 
involved will be notified. 

Serious Misconduct letter 

School Director meets with 

parents  
 

Gross 

disobedience/open 

defiance  

Reflection time with 

teacher discussing good 
manners 

Parents notified through 

link book 

Partial Break reflection 

time with teacher 
Card is made by student 

Serious Misconduct 

Letter home 

 

Break reflection time with 

Deputy Headteacher meets 
with parents  

Letter home 

Vandalism Reflection time with 

teacher discussing the 
Golden Rules 

(reparation /paying for 

cost) 

Parent notified through 
link book 

Partial break reflection 

time with teacher 
(reparation /paying for 

cost) 

 Serious Misconduct 

Letter home 
 

Break reflection time with 

Deputy Headteacher 
(reparation/paying for cost) 

Letter home 

Deputy Headteacher will 

meet with parents 
 

   Persistent Misconduct Partial reflection time 

with teacher, Golden 
Rules discussion and 

‘Persistent Misconduct’ 

letter home  

Break reflection time 

with Deputy 
Headteacher 

Golden Rule contract to 

be made and signed by 
student 

‘Persistent Misconduct’ 

letter home  

‘Persistent Misconduct’ 

letter home  
Break reflection time with 

the Deputy Headteacher 

who will meet with parents 
when they collect their 

child.   Golden Rule 

contract made by student 
and signed by parents 

 

 

GULF ENGLISH SCHOOL  

CAIRO 

 

Primary Behaviour Policy 
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At GES Cairo we have high expectations of pupil behaviour which will lead to successful 

learning.  We have a clearly laid out Behaviour Policy that supports teachers celebrate positive 

behaviour as well as respond appropriately to negative behaviours. 

 

We believe that all of the behaviour systems we have in place support our students in 

understanding what is expected of them and why. The systems are positive and help create a 

learning environment and relationships where all students feel secure and confident enough to 

perform to the best of their ability and to see mistakes as something we learn from. 

  

 

Community Responsibility  

 

We believe that supporting our students to behave in a positive way is a community responsibility 

with staff, parents and students working together to ensure that GES Cairo is a happy, safe and 

productive place.  

 

Teachers should:   

● Ensure a positive environment in the classroom and school as a whole  

● Encourage appropriate behaviour choices   

● Manage behaviour positively and respectfully, using appropriate language   

● Praise positive behaviour and reward excellent behaviour   

● Be an exemplary model for positive behaviour   

● Apply appropriate sanctions carefully and in line with GES policy  

 

Parents should:   

● Be informed of their child’s behaviour through communication from a member of the 

Senior Leadership Team (see misconduct letter template) 

● Be made aware of our policies and practice in order to have a clear understanding of our 

expectations for students’ behaviour and the procedures that we use to manage it in 

school   

● Be encouraged to support school with the decisions we make regarding students’ 

behaviour 

● Inform school of circumstances which may affect their child’s behaviour  

 

Students should:   

● Follow the GES Cairo Golden Rules at all times   

● Support other students in following the Golden Rules   

● Report situations in which they feel the Golden Rules have been broken or have been 

well kept by another student 

 

 

The Golden Rules 
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At the heart of our approach towards managing behaviour in the Primary Department we follow 

Jenny Moseley’s Golden Rules.  These are displayed in every classroom, are regularly referred to 

by class teachers and parents also have a copy of this poster at home. The Golden Rules outline 

our expectations for children’s behaviour both in and out of the classroom. Where children’s 

behaviour exceeds or falls below our expectations (i.e. they uphold or break the Golden Rules), 

they will receive rewards or sanctions as explained by the GES Cairo Primary Department 

Behaviour Policy. 

 

1. We are gentle - we do not hurt others 

2. We are kind and helpful - we do not hurt anybody’s feelings 

3. We listen - we do not interrupt 

4. We are honest - we do not cover up the truth 

5. We work hard - we do not waste our own or others’ time 

6. We look after property - we do not waste or damage things 

 

These Golden Rules are regularly shared with students and are displayed in every classroom and 

in the playground. In the Foundation Stage we use the same language in order to ensure that the 

students are clear about what is expected from them and why.  

 

 

Manners Matter 

 

Pupils at GES Cairo are expected to exhibit good manners at all times.  These are the manners we 

are focussing on:  

 

⦁  We say please and thank you.  
⦁  We respect everyone at school. 
⦁  We hold the door open for people.  
⦁  We throw our litter in the bin.  
⦁  We say, “Please may I….?” when we ask for something. 
⦁  We take pride in our appearance.  
⦁  We say sorry if we hurt someone, even if it was by accident. 
⦁  We are good sports. We say “Well done!” to the person or team who wins.  
⦁  We do not talk with our mouth full of food.   
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Be the Best You Can Be 

 

‘Be the Best You Can Be’ is an initiative we use to enable pupils to recognise the different ways 

which will help them develop positive approaches and attitudes both academically and socially.  

We want our pupils to be successful learners and members of a community, which means being 

responsible for oneself and making the right choices. 

 

This will enable them to achieve the values, attributes and expectations set out in our 7Cs: 

Confidence, Cooperation, Compassion, Curiosity, Creativity, Courtesy, Contemplation 

 

 

Responding to Positive Behaviour 

 

We believe in rewarding behaviour that is above our expectations.  We have a number of ways to 

reward our students including sticker charts which link in to our House System, Stars of the 

Week, certificates and Deputy Headteacher Awards.   

 

House points are awarded for exceptional behaviour, attitude and work.  These are collected by 

the students on their House Point Chart.  Charts accomodate 25 House Points. 

Once the chart is filled, students are invited to the Deputy Head’s office where they are awarded a 

gold coin and they place this in the collection box for their House. A photo of them at this event 

is taken and then posted on Google Classroom.  A letter, signed by the Deputy Head and School 

Director is also awarded to all students each time they receive 25 House Points. 

 

Students who achieve 100% attendance throughout the academic year will receive an attendance 

certificate.  

 

 

Responding to Misconduct 

 

If a student breaks any of the Golden Rules, the teacher is required to follow the schools 

procedures outlined in the ‘Minor Misconduct Procedures’. 

If the misconduct is deemed persistent or unacceptable, an online referral form should be 

completed by the member of staff and the Deputy Head will refer to the Primary Discipline 

Matrix in order to decide on the appropriate action to take. 

 

Unacceptable Behaviour at GES Cairo:  

● Bullying, including cyber-bullying 

● Verbal abuse (grossly offensive/vulgar language)  

● Physical abuse (including biting) 

● Gross disobedience/open defiance 

● Vandalism  

● Persistent misconduct 
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Where students exhibit this behaviour, staff members should refer the student directly and 

immediately to the Deputy Head of the relevant Year Group.  The incident will be recorded on 

the misconduct slip, incident reports will be filled by relevant students (or scribed if necessary) 

and an appropriate sanction will be chosen with reference to the Primary Discipline Matrix (see 

appendix).  If bullying is suspected, guidance can be found in the Anti-Bullying Policy.  

 

 

How to Avoid Behavioural Issues  

 

Whilst there are procedures to ensure that negative behaviour is met with appropriate 

consequences, teachers are encouraged to develop structures and systems, in their classrooms, 

that negate the use of sanctions.  

 

These might include:  

● Planning and delivering learning opportunities which provide the correct levels of 

challenge for the differentiated groups and which suit their learning styles 

● Develop a contract or charter, based around the Golden Rules, which has firm but fair 

rules created by the students themselves and is displayed in the classroom  

● Separate those students who do not work positively when in close proximity to one 

another 

● Ensure that extension work is available should a student complete their learning task 

● Identify, celebrate and reward good behaviour where it is seen and in conjunction with 

the behaviour board 

● Be consistent in your approach to dealing with unacceptable behaviour and stick to the 

progressive range of sanctions that have been agreed in this policy 

● At all times remember to separate the behaviour from the student 

 

Where students fall below expectations, warnings are given, sanctions given and strategies are put 

into place according to our behaviour policy.  Parents will be informed of serious and persistent 

misconduct and may be asked to attend a meeting with the relevant Deputy Head. 

Students can expect a warning for a minor misconduct.  If this misconduct persists, they will be 

given a break time detention.  In rare cases where a student does not respond to this sanction, they 

will be monitored against their targets using daily behaviour charts.  In severe cases, students will 

be internally suspended and parents will be required to attend a meeting regarding their child's 

reenrollment with the School Directors. 

 

 

Online Behaviour   

 

The class teacher should be present when students are undertaking online research to ensure that 

websites used are appropriate and that any unwanted pop ups are dealt with quickly.  Google 

Classroom etiquette and expectations should be shared with students.  Any misuse of devices 

should be dealt with according to the sanctions procedures. This should be read in conjunction 

with the e-safety policy. 
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Managing Behaviour around School 

 

Lining Up 

At the end of break, the lining up award (Smiley Face Flag) will be awarded to classes who line 

up quickly and quietly and ensure that their area in the playground is tidy of litter 

The lining up award will be recorded on a chart by the relevant AO, to track progress and the 

winning class each half term will receive a reward. 

 

Break Time and Lunch Time 

Students who exhibit behaviour that breaks the Golden Rules during break time should be dealt 

with, in the first instance, by the staff on duty in the following way: 

● Verbal warning given and an opportunity to correct this behaviour allowed 

● Failure to do so should result in the student being given silent time out for 5 minutes 

under the supervision of a staff member before returning to break 

● A repetition of negative behaviour should result in the student missing the rest of the 

break time; the class teacher should be informed  

● If the behaviour falls under the category of ‘Unacceptable Behaviour,’ as described 

above, the student, or students, should be escorted to the Administrative Officer of the 

relevant Year Group, and the behaviour entered into the Serious Behaviour Book (one A5 

lined book book to be kept for each class in the the AOs office) 

 

 

We expect good behaviour at all times.  We believe that the systems we have in place support 

your child to understand these expectations.  We strive to create a positive and safe learning 

environment in each class and around school.  This environment should nurture trustful 

relationships so that pupils can express themselves confidently and see making mistakes as a 

learning opportunity, not something to worry about. 
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Secondary Behaviour Policy 

 

The Secondary Behaviour Policy is the document which Secondary pupils should always refer to 

with regards to their duties and responsibilities at school. 

 

How to Avoid Behavioural Issues  

 

Whilst there are procedures to ensure that negative behaviour is met with appropriate 

consequences, teachers are encouraged to develop structures and systems, in their classrooms, 

that negate the use of sanctions.  

 

These might include:  

● Planning and delivering learning opportunities which provide the correct levels of 

challenge for the differentiated groups and which suit their learning styles 

● Developing a contract or charter which has firm , but fair rules created by the pupils 

themselves and is displayed in the classroom  

● Separating those pupils who do not work positively when in close proximity to one 

another 

● Ensuring that extension work is available should a pupil complete their learning task 

● Identifying, celebrating and rewarding good behaviour where it is seen and in 

conjunction with the behaviour board 

● Dealing consistently with unacceptable behaviour and sticking to the progressive range of 

sanctions that have been agreed  upon in this policy 

● At all times, remembering to separate the behaviour from the pupil 

 

 

Misconduct Report (Blue): 

Issued by a teacher to record  a pupil’s repeated misconduct and the sanction issued by the 

teacher. The report is signed by the pupil. Parents are notified if a pupil receives four or more 

blue Misconduct Reports in a 6 week period. 

Serious Misconduct Report (Yellow): 

Issued by a teacher to record a serious misbehaviour and referred to the Deputy 

Headteacher/Headteacher. Pupil’s parents are informed of any serious misconduct. 
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Behavioural Contract: 

If other sanctions have proved ineffective, a pupil’s continued enrolment at GES Cairo may be 

conditional. A contract will be drawn up and will be signed by the pupil and her/his parents. 

Infringement of its conditions will result in suspension from school. 

Unacceptable Behaviour at GES Cairo:  

● Bullying, including cyber-bullying  

● Use of inappropriate language  

● Physical abuse  

● Verbal abuse  

● Disrespectful behaviour  

● Vandalism  

● Truancy 

 

 

Online Behaviour   

 

Google Classroom etiquette and expectations should be shared with pupils.  Any misuse of 

devices should be dealt with according to the sanctions procedures. This should be read in 

conjunction with the e-safety policy. 
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Secondary Discipline Matrix 

 

 1
st
 Offence 2

nd
 Offence 3

rd
 Offence 

Bullying, including 

cyber-bullying 

Teacher completes 
Yellow Slip. Break 

Detention (1 day). 

Letter home on same 
day as suspension 

Teacher completes 
Yellow Slip. Break 

Detention (2 days). 

Parent meeting with 
Headteacher 

Teacher completes 
Yellow Slip. Internal 

Suspension (1 day). 

Parent meeting with 
School Director 

Use of inappropriate 

language 

Break Detention (2 

days). Letter home on 
same day as detention 

Internal Suspension 

(1 day). Parent 
meeting with 

Headteacher 

External Suspension 

(1 day). Parent 
meeting with School 

Director 

Inappropriate / 

Dangerous physical 

contact  

Teacher completes 
Yellow Slip 

Minimum of internal 

suspension (1 day) 
Letter home on same 

day as suspension. 

Parents meeting with 

Headteacher 

Teacher completes 
Yellow Slip 

External Suspension 

(2 days) 
Parents meeting with 

School Director 

Teacher completes 
Yellow Slip 

External Suspension 

(3 days) 
Parents meeting with 

School Director 

Disrespectful 

behaviour/open 

defiance  

Teacher completes 

Yellow Slip 

Letter home 
Break detention (1 

day) 

Break detention (2 

days)  

Letter home 
Parent meeting with 

Headteacher 

One hour after school 

detention with SLT 

Parent meeting with 
School Director 

Vandalism Teacher completes 

Yellow Slip 

Letter home 

Pupil pays fine 

Break detention (2 

days) 

Letter home 

Pupil pays fine 
Parent meeting with 

Headteacher 

One hour after school 

detention with SLT 

Parent meeting with 

School Director 
 

Use of mobile phone 

on school property 

Confiscation of 
mobile phone and 

SIM for 2 weeks 

Parent should pick up 
mobile phone at the 

end of confiscation 

period 

Phone and SIM held 
by Headteacher for 7 

weeks (half term) 

Meeting with 
Headteacher 

Parent should pick up 

mobile phone at the 
end of confiscation 

period 

 

Confiscation for 1 
term 

Letter home 

Parent should pick up 
mobile phone at the 

end of confiscation 

period 
Meeting with School 

Director 
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Violation of 

Acceptable Use 

Policy 

Teacher completes 

Yellow Slip 
Break detention (2 

days) 

Network access 

blocked for 2 weeks 
Letter home 

 

Teacher completes 

Yellow Slip 
Break detention (2 

days) 

Parent meeting with 

Headteacher 
Network access 

blocked for 2 weeks 

Letter home 
 

Teacher completes 

Yellow Slip 
Internal Suspension 

(1 day) 

Parent meeting with 

School Director 
Network access 

blocked for academic 

year 
Letter home 

Chewing gum Teacher completes 

Blue Slip 
Break detention (1 

day) 

 

Teacher completes 

Blue Slip 
Break detention (2 

days) 

Letter home 

Teacher completes 

Yellow Slip 
(Defiance) 

One hour after school 

detention with SLT 
Parent meeting with 

Headteacher 

Failure to attend 

Break detention 

Yellow Slip 
Letter home 

One hour after school 

detention with SLT 

SLT detention 
Letter home 

SLT detention 
Parent meeting with 

School Director 
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GULF ENGLISH SCHOOL  

CAIRO 
 

Pupil Transport Behaviour Policy 

 

Rationale 
 

Pupils are offered transport on school buses to and from school and most school 

organised events.  As the safety of pupils and staff on the buses is paramount, this policy 

sets out the expectations of behaviour to help ensure this, and action taken if these 

expectations are not met. 

 

Guidelines for Behaviour 

 

• Pupils should be seated, wearing their seat belts for the entire journey 

• Pupils are expected to be calm and quiet on the school bus 

• Good manners, politeness and respect for all persons and property should be 

shown 

• Pupils should not distract the driver or disturb other pupils or staff travelling with 

them 

 

If a pupil does not adhere to these guidelines, the bus matron will remind them of the 

correct behaviour.  If pupils continue, the bus matron will file a formal concern with a 

member of the school administration team and, after an investigation by the 

administration or a Deputy Headteacher, the following procedures will take place. 

 

First Concern  

 

The pupil will be asked to report to an administrative officer for a verbal warning.  If the 

first concern is considered to be serious, the Deputy Headteacher will be informed.  

 

Second Concern  
 

The concern will be passed to the Deputy Headteacher who will speak to the pupil about 

their behaviour.  Parents will be notified and the class teacher will be informed of this 

behaviour by the Deputy Headteacher. 

 

Third Concern  
 

An official warning letter will be sent home from the Deputy Headteacher to the parents 

with a copy kept by the Deputy Headteacher. Parents need to sign the reply slip and 

return it to school the next day.  The pupil will be on bus behaviour report for at least one 

week, monitored by administration staff.  
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Fourth Concern  

 

A letter will be sent to the parents from the Deputy Headteacher informing them of a 

three day suspension from the school bus.  The parents may also be invited into school 

for a meeting to discuss their child’s behaviour.  

 

Fifth Concern  

 

The pupil may be permanently excluded from using the school buses for the remainder of 

the school year.  Parents will be informed by letter. The class teacher will receive this 

information.  

 

Pupils from Years Four upwards may not be able to participate in residential trips at 

this stage. 
 

If a pupil demonstrates any serious behaviour on the school bus, they may be suspended 

immediately.  

 

Any official letters sent home regarding behaviour will be kept in each pupil’s file. 
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School Uniform  

Pupils are required to wear the official school uniform when at school or when they are 

representing the school in activities outside of school. 

 

In addition to the uniform requirements outlined below, the following items are required: 

 

• Plain all black flat leather shoes 

• Boys are allowed to wear a plain black belt   

• Socks must be black, dark blue, grey or white 

• Trousers must be neatly hemmed 

• A plain navy blue scarf is acceptable during the winter months 

• Girls who wear the hijab must wear a white one 

• No visible T-shirts 

• Pupils should not wear makeup or nail varnish 

• Jewellery must be limited to a watch and girls may wear one small pair of stud 

earrings 

• Facial piercing is not permitted 

• Boys must be clean-shaven 

• Hair for boys and girls should be neatly groomed and of natural colour. Boys’ hair 

should be nape length or shorter 

• Hair bands should be burgundy or white 

• School uniform items should be clearly labelled with the pupil’s name 

 

If you fail to comply with these expectations you will be given the opportunity to comply by 

having uniform items delivered, by parents, and changing at school.  You may not be 

allowed to attend class if not in full uniform. 

 

All medical conditions requiring a pupil to wear special items (including footwear) must be 

explained by a doctor’s medical note to be verified by the school doctor. 

PE Uniform  

 

PE kit must be worn for PE lessons.  This comprises GES Cairo shorts or school sweat pants 

and PE T-shirt and appropriate footwear.   
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House T-Shirts 

 

You must purchase a GES Cairo House T-shirt.  Pupils will wear this with PE shorts or 

sweatpants, for House events.  Alternatives to the House T-Shirt are not permitted. 

 

Non-Uniform Days 

 

Non-uniform days will be coordinated during the school year.  You must dress according to 

the following regulations: 

 

• No denim of any kind (jeans, skirts, jackets etc.) 

• No clothing with offensive logos or wording 

• No excessive jewellery (the usual uniform code remains in place for jewellery) 

• Dress conservatively – no short skirts, shorts, tops which show midriffs, sleeveless 

shirts 

 

 

SUMMER UNIFORM 

 

BOYS 
FS1 

● Special PE uniform with pupil’s name 

on the back 

FS2 to Year 2 
● Short sleeved burgundy/white striped 

shirt 

● Grey shorts 
● White or grey socks and black 

regulation shoes 

Year 3 to Year 10 
● Short sleeved burgundy/white striped 

shirt 

● Grey trousers 
● White socks and black regulation 

shoes 

GIRLS 
FS1 

● Special PE uniform with pupil’s name 

on the back 

FS2 to Year 2 
● Short sleeved burgundy/white striped 

shirt 

● Grey skorts (jupe-short) 
● White or grey socks and black 

regulation shoes 

Year 3 to Year 10 
● Short sleeved burgundy/white striped 

shirt 

● Grey trousers 
● White socks and black regulation shoes 

 

WINTER UNIFORM  
 

BOYS 
FS1 

● Special winter PE uniform with 

pupil’s name on the back 

FS2 to Year 10 
● Long sleeved burgundy/white striped 

shirt 

● Grey trousers 
● Burgundy sweater or; 

GIRLS 

FS1 

● Special winter PE uniform with pupil’s 

name on the back 

FS2 to Year 2 
● Long sleeved burgundy/white striped 

shirt 

● Grey skorts (jupe short) 
● Burgundy cardigan or; 
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● Grey zip fronted jacket, GES logo on 

front, ‘Gulf English School Cairo’ 
lettering on back 

● White socks and black regulation 

shoes 

● Grey zip fronted jacket, GES logo on 

front, ‘Gulf English School Cairo’ 
lettering on back 

● Grey tights and black regulation shoes 

Year 3 to Year 10 
● Long sleeved burgundy/white striped 

shirt 

● Grey trousers 

● Burgundy cardigan or; 
● Grey zip fronted jacket, GES logo on 

front, ‘Gulf English School Cairo’ 

lettering on back 

● White socks and black regulation shoes 

On Physical Education Days 

Boys and girls wear the same PE uniforms 

 

FS1 

● Special PE uniform with pupil’s name on the back 
 

FS2 to Year 10 

● Summer: Burgundy shorts/trousers with grey stripes and burgundy/grey tops 
● Winter: Burgundy tracksuit trousers with grey stripes and burgundy/grey tracksuit tops 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GES Cairo Equipment List 

EYFS 
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FSI  

 
 

  
 

6  HB pencils 2 boxes of coloured 

pencils - 24 

2 boxes of coloured 

crayons - 24 

1  small liquid paint 

bottle(any colour) 

 
   

2 HB pencil erasers 

  

6  glue sticks (Large size 

210g) 

1 Black, Red, Blue and 

Green  whiteboard 

markers 

A4 white board with 

metal aluminum frame 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Plastic folders with flap 

– A4 size (Blue, Green, 

Red, Yellow) 

6 Small cups of Non-

toxic soft Play dough 

(Jovi) 

 

1 Pencil sharpener with 

barrel to collect 

sharpening debris 

2 Pair of small child’s 

metal scissors – Rounded 

ends - NO pointed tips 
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FSI (Cont.) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Backpack without 

wheels – must be able to 

hold an A4 file 

Lunch Box or lunch bag 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 
 

Water bottle 

 

1 long sleeved apron 

 

3 packs of wet wipes (40 wipes) 
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FSII 

 
 

   

6  HB pencils 2  Boxes of coloured 

pencils - 24 

1  Box of coloured 

crayons - 24 

1 Box of coloured 

markers 

 
   

2 HB pencil eraser 

  

6 Glue sticks (Large size 

210g) 

1 Black, Red, Blue and 

Green  whiteboard 

markers 

1 Plastic ruler (30cm) 

 
 

  

2 Paint brushes 

(size 4 &8) 

1 Small liquid paint 

bottle(any colour) 

6 small cups of Non-

toxic soft Play dough 

(Jovi) 

 

A4 white board with 

metal aluminum frame 

 

FSII (cont.) 
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4 plastic folders with flap 

– A4 size (Blue, Green, 

Red, Yellow) 

1  roll of masking tape – 

narrow size 

1  roll of masking tape – 

wide size 

1  pencil sharpener with 

barrel to collect 

sharpening debris 

2  pair of small child’s 

scissors – Rounded ends 

- NO pointed tips and not 

jagged 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Backpack without 

wheels – must be able to 

hold an A4 file 

Lunch Box or lunch bag 

 
 

 

 
  

 

 
 

Water bottle 1 long sleeved apron 3 packs of wet wipes (40 wipes) 

 

Year 1 and 2 Year 3 
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Strong bag, no wheels 

·         1 Pencil case 

·         2 sharp pencils 

·         Pencil sharpener 

·         2 whiteboard markers and an A5 

whiteboard 

·         1 30cm ruler 

·         1 eraser 

·         A set of 12 pencil colours 

·        A set of chunky 12 felt-tip markers 

·      2 large glue sticks 

·      1 pair of safety scissors 

·      A4 Art sketchbook (150 grams) 

·   Large t-shirt to be used as an Art 

apron 

·    A4 pink zip file folder 

·    Plastic envelope files – red (English), 

yellow (Arabic/Religion), blue (Maths), 

green (Science), orange 

(History/Geography), white (Parent 

Contact), purple (Reading) 

·         2 display book (20 pockets) 

 

Strong bag, no wheels, preferably padded to 

protect device 

·         1 Pencil case 

·         2 Blue/black pens 

·         2 sharp pencils 

·         Pencil sharpener 

·         2 whiteboard markers and an A5 

whiteboard 

·       1 30cm ruler 

·       1 eraser 

·       A set of 12 pencil colours 

·        A set of big 12 felt-tip markers 

·       3 large glue sticks 

·       1 pair of safety scissors 

·       A4 Art sketchbook 

·   Large t-shirt to be used as an Art 

apron 

·    A3 pink zip file folder 

·    Plastic envelope files – red (English), 

yellow (Arabic/Religion), blue (Maths), 

green (Science), orange 

(History/Geography), white (Parent 

Contact), purple (Reading) 

·     2 display book (20 pockets) 

Device – laptop or tablet with access to Wifi 

in a protective case.  GES recommends Core 

i3 laptops 

·     Charger for device 

·     USB Memory stick (minimum 8GB) 

·   A pair of headphones with a small 

jack (iPod style headphones are fine) 

Year 4 Year 5 and 6 

Strong bag, no wheels, preferably 

padded to protect device 

·         1 Pencil case 

·         2 Blue/black pens 

·         Two sharp pencils 

·         Pencil sharpener 

·         2 whiteboard markers and an A5 

whiteboard 

·         1 30cm ruler 

Strong bag, no wheels, preferably padded to 

protect device 

·         1 Pencil case 

·         2 Blue/black pens 

·         2 sharp pencils 

·         2 pencil sharpeners 

·         2 whiteboard markers and an A5 

whiteboard 

·         1 30cm ruler 

·         2 erasers 
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·         1 eraser 

·         A set of 12 pencil colours  

·        A set of big 12 felt-tip markers 

·         2 large glue sticks 

·         1 pair of safety scissors 

·         Art sketchbook 

·         Large t-shirt to be used as an Art 

apron 

·         A3 pink zip file 

·         Plastic envelope files – red 

(English), yellow (Arabic/Religion), blue 

(Maths), green (Science), orange 

(History/Geography), grey (Social 

Studies), white (Parent Contact), purple 

(Reading) 

·         2 display book (20 pockets) 

Device – laptop or tablet with access to Wifi 

in a protective case.  GES recommends Core 

i3 laptops 

·         Charger for device 

·         USB Memory stick (minimum 

8GB) 

·         A pair of headphones with a small 

jack (iPod style headphones are fine) 

 

·         A set of 12 pencil colours 

·         1 oil painting brush (size 10) 

·         1 watercolour brush (size 5) 

·         Paint mixing palette (12 holes) 

·         A set of 12 mini soft pastel colours 

(Year 5 only) 

·        A set of 12 mini oil pastel colours 

(Year 6 only) 

·         3 large glue sticks 

·         1 pair of safety scissors 

·        Large t-shirt to be used as an Art apron 

·         A4 Art sketchbook (150 grams) 

·         A3 pink zip file 

·        1 medium-sized canvas (50x70) 

·         Plastic envelope files – red (English), 

yellow (Arabic/Religion), blue (Maths), 

green (Science), orange 

(History/Geography), grey (Social Studies), 

orange (French), white (Parent Contact), 

purple (Reading) 

·         3 display book (20 pockets) 

Device – laptop or tablet with access to Wifi in a 

protective case.  GES recommends Core i3 laptops 

·         Charger for device 

·         USB Memory stick (minimum 8GB) 

·         A pair of headphones with a small 

jack (iPod style headphones are fine) 

·         A calculator 

·         A protractor 

·         A pair of compasses 
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Years 7 to 9  

English 

● 1 Lined A4 notebook (80 pages) 
● 2 Packs A4 lined paper 
● 1 Binder, 1 pack of U shaped files and 

1 set of separators 

Mathematics 

● 1 Small squares A4 notebook (100 

pages) 
● 1 Geometry set consisting of ruler, 

triangle, protractor and compass 
● Scientific calculator (CASIO FX82 or 

FX85 series) 
● Tracing paper 
● 1 Display Folder (60 pockets) 

Chemistry ● 1 Lined A4 notebook (60 pages) 

Biology ● 1 Lined A4 notebook (60 pages) 

Physics ● 1 Lined A4 notebook (60 pages) 

Global Perspectives 

● 1 A4 binder 30mm (D rings) 
● 20 U-shape files 
● A4 lined paper (already punched to fit 

with binder) 

French ● 1 Display folder (60 pockets) 

ICT ● No supplies needed 

Arabic ● 1 Display folder (20 pockets) 

Islamic/Christian Religion ● 1 Display folder (20 pockets) 

Ministry Social Studies ● 1 Display folder (20 pockets) 

Art 

● A3 Art sketchbook (150 grams) 
● “Kneaded” rubber for removing or 

highlighting pencil and pastel (Faber 

Castell) 
● 1 oil painting brush (size 10) 
● 1 wide painting brush (one inch) 
● 2 Watercolour brushes (sizes 2 and 5) 
● 1 Paint mixing palette (12 holes) 
● 1 Set of pencils for sketching and 

shading 
● 1 Set of short watercolour pencils (12 

colours) (Year 7 only) 
● 1 Charcoal pencil 
● 2 Large glue sticks 
● A3 Pink zip file folder 
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● Large t-shirt to be used as an Art apron 
● 1 Medium-sized canvas (50x70) 

Music ● No supplies needed 

Drama ● No supplies needed 

Physical Education (PE) 

Pupils should be dressed in their PE 

uniform for their PE lessons 

● Football: Shin guards - Long socks - 
Football sneakers 

● Handball & Volleyball: Knee guards - 
Flat sneakers 

● Basketball: Flat sneakers 
● Swimming: Classic goggles - 

Swimming cap (for boys & girls) - 

Swimming suit (one piece only for 

girls) - Personal shower kit - towel 

Device 
● Please see specs in “Bring Your Own 

Device” section above 

Common supplies to be brought to class daily 

in a pencil case and to be replaced as the need 

arises 

● Lab coat (to be kept in lockers for use 
in Science labs) 

● Pens (blue, black, green and red) 
● Pencils 
● Pencil Colours 
● Eraser & Sharpener/Leads 
● Ruler 
● 2 Glue Sticks 
● Scissors 
● 1 Set of highlighters 
● Regular size post-it notes (3X3 inches) 
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Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) 

GES Cairo is committed to the integration of technology into classrooms in order to 

prepare our pupils and fully develop those essential 21st century skills vital in the global 

market.  Because we live in a technology-rich world, it is vital that GES Cairo teaches 

our pupils how to utilise technology effectively, efficiently, and responsibly to achieve 

their learning goals.  The amount of information that pupils are able to access is 

staggering and through the adoption of the “Bring Your Own Device” initiative, we hope 

to capitalise on the learning opportunities that can take place anywhere and at any time. 

Each pupil from Year 3 onwards must bring to school their personal laptop for use 

in the classroom on a daily basis. 

 

Pupils will be required to access their G-Suite and Google Classroom regularly 

throughout the school day and at home.  They will find resources, instructions and 

support materials on these online sites and will be able to communicate with their 

teachers, hand in assignments and comment on posts.  They may also be asked to access 

educational apps and games on their laptops.  The use of technology is always aimed to 

enhance learning and heighten pupil engagement and we are certain of the positive 

impact having their own laptop will have on each pupil.  Please ensure all laptops are 

clearly named, that they are fully charged at the start of each day and that they are 

brought to school along with their chargers in a protective case. 

GES has provided a list of specs to help you choose the right laptop for your child. 

  
Platform & Operating System 

*PC/MAC 

* Windows 7 Professional or Higher, Vista Professional or Higher, Mac OSX 
or Higher 

*Must support English 

*Must support Flash 

Processor Type 
*Intel i3 or Higher 

*AMD Athlon II or Higher 

Memory [RAM] *2 GB or higher for existing laptops 
*Newly purchased laptops should have at least 4 GB 

The lack of RAM can result in the lack of speed needed for the pupil to 

complete their work.   

Hard Drive Capacity 320 GB or higher 

Wireless 802.11 N or higher 

Ports *2 USB ports 

* Audio in/out with a built-in microphone 

*VGA with built-in webcam 
*fast Ethernet (10/100) or higher port 

Battery Life 5+ hours (5+ cell or higher) 

Software Programs The software programs below are free or open sources 

Internet Browsers - Minimum 
of two different browsers 

should be installed 

Google Chrome http://www.google.com/chrome (For Windows and Mac) 
Google Chrome Plugin for Teacher Dashboard Click to install on Google 

Chrome 

Google Chrome Plugin Youtube Plugin Click here to install on Google Chrome 
Firefox 12 or higher http://wwwb.mozilla.org (For Windows and Mac) 

Internet Explorer 9 

http://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=13950 (For Windows 

http://www.google.com/chrome
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/hapara-teacher-dashboard/iehakgpdecaomokcdicdigpbmipnllcg
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/hapara-teacher-dashboard/iehakgpdecaomokcdicdigpbmipnllcg
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/youtube-options-for-googl/bdokagampppgbnjfdlkfpphniapiiifn/related?utm_source=chrome-ntp-icon
http://www.mozilla.org/
http://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=13950
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only) 

Safari 5 http://www.apple.com/safari/download/ (For Windows and Mac) 

Flash Player Adobe Flash, Reader, Air, Shockwave Player www.adobe.com 
Java - http://www.java.com/en/download/index.jsp 

Video Players 
iTunes http://www.apple.com/itunes/download/ 

VLC Player http://www.videolan.org/vlc/ 

Video & Audio Converters 
Free Video Converter http://www.freemake.com/free_video_converter/ (For 

Windows only) 
Audacity 1.2.6 http://audacity.sourceforge.net/download/ 

Music 
Finale Music : http://www.finalemusic.com/NotePad/FreeDownload.aspx 

Office Suite 
Microsoft Office Compatible (must be compatible with MS Office 2007 or 
later) 

Optional Free or Open 

Sources Programs 

Free PDF Printer http://www.dopdf.com/ (For windows only) 

GIMP http://www.gimp.org/ 
Pivot http://www.snapfiles.com/get/stickfigure.html (For windows only) 

Camstudio http://camstudio.org/ (For windows only) 

Skype http://www.skype.com 

Picassa http://picasa.google.com/ 
Windows Live Essentials http://explore.live.com/windows-live-essentials (For 

windows only) 

Windows Live Security http://windows.microsoft.com/en-
US/windows/products/security-essentials (Anti-Virus for Windows Only) 

7-zip Compression Software http://www.7-zip.org/ (For Windows only) 

Debut Free Video Capture Software 
http://www.nchsoftware.com/capture/index.html (For Windows only) 

Jing http://www.techsmith.com/jing.html 

 

If you are planning on purchasing a new device for the upcoming school year, we 

encourage you to consider a comprehensive warranty that covers accidental damage.  If 

you purchase the computer outside of Egypt, verify that the warranty is international and 

a reputable company will fix the computer within 1-2 business days locally.   Although 

this is not a part of the “BYOD” policy, it is a good practice that while the computing 

device is at home that it be stored and used in a public space such as your living or family 

room.  This allows for parents to be able to supervise the work being completed on the 

device and to help counsel your child on being an exemplar digital citizen.   
 

  

http://www.apple.com/safari/download/
http://www.adobe.com/
http://www.java.com/en/download/index.jsp
http://www.apple.com/itunes/download/
http://www.videolan.org/vlc/
http://www.freemake.com/free_video_converter/
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/download/
http://www.finalemusic.com/NotePad/FreeDownload.aspx
http://www.dopdf.com/
http://www.gimp.org/
http://www.snapfiles.com/get/stickfigure.html
http://camstudio.org/
http://www.skype.com/
http://picasa.google.com/
http://explore.live.com/windows-live-essentials
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows/products/security-essentials
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows/products/security-essentials
http://www.7-zip.org/
http://www.nchsoftware.com/capture/index.html
http://www.techsmith.com/jing.html
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Health and Wellbeing 

 

• Bottle of water in bottle carrier- labelled 

• Own supply of tissues 

• Hand sanitizer  

• Healthy lunch items, if supplied from home (e.g. piece of fruit, sandwiches, milk, 

fruit juice etc.).  Crisps, fizzy drinks, chocolate, candy and chewing gum are not 

permitted. 

 

The above items will support our PSHE programme to encourage health and 

wellbeing.  

 

Pupils should NOT bring to school 

 

• White Out 

• Steel Ruler 

• Very large packets or tins of coloured pencils or large felt tip pens 

• Propelling style pencils – they are not suitable for good handwriting 

 

It is very important that all items are clearly labelled with your child’s name. 

 

Please encourage your child to develop good organisational habits by asking them to 

check and sharpen pencils and crayons at home so that they are prepared for the 

next day. 

 

School Bags  

 

Please note: Trolley bags are not allowed. 

 

PE 

 

Please ensure that your child is fully prepared for PE, on the specified days.  Every lesson 

will be practical and will be designed to: 

 

• raise heart rates 

• increase body temperature 

• work the body's muscular system  

• provide maximum enjoyment 

 

It is essential that the correct kit is worn for a number of health and safety reasons.  Your 

child should wear summer PE kit until notified of the changeover to the winter PE kit. 

 

House T-shirts 
 

House T-shirts are available from the uniform shop. 
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Sports Shoes 
 

These should be of good quality to support the foot.   

 

PLEASE NOTE - SPORTS SHOES (TRAINERS) SHOULD NOT BE WORN WITH 

FORMAL SCHOOL UNIFORM.   

 

Jewellery 

 

Please note that no jewellery should be worn to school at all with the exception of a 

watch and plain stud earrings.  In PE, for safety reasons, no watches or earrings should be 

worn while participating in lessons as these can cause injury to the wearer and/or to 

others nearby.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part Three 
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Part Three 

 

Additional Information: 

 

• Homework 

• Learning Development Department (LDD) 

• Frequently Asked Questions 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework 
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Should there be homework?  

In recent years much research has been carried out to find out if homework is positive 

and beneficial to pupils’ learning.  The research shows that while some effort made out of 

school to develop reading especially and some practise of basic skills, the most benefit 

is gained through individual project based work.  Pupils spend a full day working hard at 

school and we believe it is healthy and supportive of pupils’ wellbeing that they have the 

chance to do other things, rather than “just study”.  Joining an after school activity is very 

beneficial and helps develop a range of other skills and other pursuits outside school can 

be positive.  It is a matter of balance. 

 

Expectations 

 

At GES Cairo we regard reading as the most important way in which you can support 

your child at home.  We ask pupils to read daily, sometimes to an adult and, as your 

child becomes more fluent, they should read independently.  With children of all ages, 

discussion about the book is essential to support comprehension.  We expect this to be 

done by an adult or older sibling at home.  We also ask pupils to use specific websites, 

which support their learning. Other homework activities are set sometimes in the form of 

projects, research, worksheets or reflections, designed to support your child’s learning.  

Information about any homework can be found on the specific Year Group Google 

Classroom page, including ideas for discussion about your child’s reading. 

 

As homework is set we do ask you to check over your child’s work.  If you are not happy 

with your child’s work , then the teacher will not be.  If you have any questions or need 

to alert the teacher to something, please write an email to the relevant Administrative 

Officer who will direct it to the proper channels. 

 

We do expect your full cooperation regarding any homework, which of course should be 

your child’s independent work.  If homework is not completed regularly, then the 

teachers have the right to stop giving homework.  If it is set, then it should be done.  

Pupils develop self-discipline and responsibility for their learning at home and this is 

something we highly value. 
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The Learning Development Department  

 
Purpose  

 

The principle aim of the Learning Development Department is to optimise the learning 

process in order to enable pupils with learning needs to achieve the highest possible 

levels of proficiency in literacy and numeracy.   

 

We will endeavour to:  

 

• Enable these pupils to participate in the full curriculum at their class level  

• Develop positive self-esteem and positive attitudes about school and learning in these 

pupils 

• Enable these pupils to monitor their own learning and become independent learners 

• Involve parents in supporting their children 

• Collaborate with colleagues in order to maximise learning 

• Establish early intervention programmes designed to enhance learning 

 

 

Home Support 

 

Parental support is essential.  The LDD teacher and the class teacher work with parents to 

help support the child in the best way possible.  Targets on the IEP are shared with the 

parents via the link book and parents are expected to help their child work towards the 

success criteria for each target.  Parents have an opportunity to discuss their child’s 

progress at parents’ evenings. 

 

Outside Agencies 

 

Occasionally, a pupil’s learning difficulties may require advice or assessment from health 

or educational professionals outside the school.  If a pupil requires further assessment or 

intervention, the Head of Department will request that parents take the child to an 

experienced professional who holds the relevant qualifications.  Only two agencies in 

Egypt are recognised by the school: the Effective Learning Foundation and the Learning 

Resources Centre. Assessments from other agencies in Egypt will not be recognised as 

valid. 

  

All pupils on the LDD register will be asked to get an external assessment in the first 

term of Year Six. 
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 Frequently Asked Questions 

           
 

 

Where can I find help if my child has health or social problems at school? 

School is about much more than learning.  It’s about your child growing up, making 

friends and growing in confidence.  Please communicate your concerns with school 

and we will endeavour to support your child as best we can.  

 

 

My child seems to have difficulty keeping up at school and finds the work difficult.   

 

What can I do? 

Talk regularly to your child’s teacher.  You don’t have to wait for a parents’ evening 

as you can ask the school for an appointment with your child’s teacher at any time.  

Find out more about what your child is doing at school and ask the teacher what your 

child could do at home to help their learning at school.  

 

Should I help my child with their homework? 

Take advice from your child’s teacher about how much help you should give with 

the work itself.  Depending on your child, it may be helpful to give them a hand 

with particular homework tasks , but an important aim of homework is to help 

pupils learn how to work independently, so it is helpful to encourage them, but 

not to do the work for them.  

 

Make sure your child has a quiet space to do their homework and help them to 

plan their time. 

 

 

My child just wants to watch television instead of doing homework.  Help! 

Television can encourage learning if chosen carefully.  For example, some wildlife 

documentaries are excellent introductions to important topics in Science and 

Geography. Schools don’t always have time to show these kinds of television 

programmes in full , so if your child watches them, this will add to their school 

learning.   However, homework is important and sometimes it may be demanding.   

On many occasions it will be best to simply turn the TV off and give your child both 

encouragement and support when they are not motivated.   
 

 


